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The Marconi Solid-State 3-D
radar system type 5723
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23cm band (NATO 'D' Band) operation
Range, azimuth and height data on
every target, every revolution
Soiid-state distributed transmitter
Uncommited frequency agility
Pulse compression
Low sidelobe planar array antenna
Distributed receiver system
Adaptive signal processing throughout
the cover
Comprehensive ECCM
Automatic radar management with
manual intervention facilities
Comprehensive monitoring and
diagnosis facilities
High availability with minimum
manning
Reliability with minimum maintenance
Transportable or static
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Martello 5^723
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is a stacked beam radar with a
unique parallel receiving system for
height finding. Bearing, range and
height are available on every target
on every revolution of the antenna.
The planar array is a vertical stack of
horizontal linear arrays, each with its
own receiver module. Each array has
the same shaped amplitude
distribution, giving a narrow azimuth
beamwtdth. Low sidelobes are
achieved by precise control of the
amplitude and phase fed to each
array element. ln elevation, the phase
of the RF power in the transmitter
modules is controlled to give cosec
squared cover. Every target within
the elevation cover is illuminated on
every transmission. Returns from a
target are received by all arrays. The
individual receiver outputs are then
conibined in a simple passive beam
forming network. This synthesizes
eight elevation beams, matched to
the required elevation cover. All eight
beams have pulse compression and
signal processing under automatic
control, with manual overrides
available. Target range and azimuth
are extracted from a series of
individual returns by the plot forming
unit. Monopulse measurements of
returns in adjacent elevation beams
yield the corresponding height data.
Plot range, azimuth and height are
correlated with extracted IFF/SSR
data for onward transmission to
operations centres. The system is
self-adaptive to the radar
environment.
The radar manager has
comprehensive f acitities f or
monitoring system performance and
has complete control of system
parameters.

Martello system elements
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ANTENNA
40 row squintless planar array
Distributed transmitters and receivers
Unique beam forming network
Synthesizer (driven)
IFF/SSR antenna and interrogator
Trailer-gantry

ELECTRONICS CONTAINER
Eight beam signal processor
Locus 16 computer
PPI management display
Television tabular display with
touchmask man-machine interf ace
Primary-secondary plot extractors

ANTENNA MODULE CARRIER
OPERATIONS CONTAINER

(optional)
DIESEL GENERATOR
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